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This book is intended to be a task sequence for an introduction to proof course that utilizes an inquiry-based learning (IBL) approach. You can find the most up-to-date version of these notes on GitHub:

http://dcernst.github.io/IBL-IntroToProof/

I would be thrilled if you used these notes and improved them. If you make any modifications, you can either make a pull request on GitHub or submit the improvements via email. You are also welcome to fork the source and modify the notes for your purposes as long as you maintain the license below.

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 United States License. You may copy, distribute, display, and perform this copyrighted work, but only if you give credit to Dana C. Ernst, and all derivative works based upon it must be published under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International License. Please attribute this work to Dana C. Ernst, Mathematics Faculty at Northern Arizona University, dana.ernst@nau.edu. To view a copy of this license, visit

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
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- **Jason Grout** (Bloomberg, L.P.). I’m extremely grateful to Jason for feedback on early versions of this material, as well as helping me with a variety of technical aspects of writing these notes.
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• Matthew Jones (CSU Dominguez Hills) and Stan Yoshinobu (Cal Poly). A few of the sections were originally adaptations of notes written by Matt and Stan. Early versions of these notes relied heavily on their work. Moreover, Matt and Stan were two of the key players that contributed to shaping my approach to teaching.

• T. Kyle Petersen (DePaul University) and Bridget Tenner (DePaul University). Modifications that Kyle and Bridget made to my notes inspired me to streamline some of the exposition, especially in the early chapters.

• Dave Richeson (Dickinson College). Dave is responsible for much of the content in Appendix B: Fancy Mathematical Terms and Appendix C: Definitions in Mathematics. In addition, the current version of Chapter 5: Three Famous Theorems is heavily based on content contributed by Dr. Richeson.

• Carol Schumacher (Kenyon College). When I was transitioning to an IBL approach to teaching, Carol was one of my role models and played a significant role in my development as a teacher. Moreover, this work is undoubtably influenced my Carol’s excellent book Chapter Zero: Fundamental Notions of Advanced Mathematics, which I used when teaching my very first IBL course.